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COMPANY 
At your service since 1998 

VEZZDESIGN is an international group that deals with the 
development and implementation of projects aimed at the 
sector of the constructions of hotel, residential, industrial 
and hospital complexes. The group began to develop its 
expertise in 1998 and expanded into the territories of the 
Middle East and North Africa.

The mission of our group is the internationalisation of Made in Italy as 
a global concept in the development of projects based on undisputed 
quality and originality of design, the attention to and choice of 
materials, combined with meticulous and impeccable installation.

Technology, comfort and design are essential to obtain a satisfactory 
result for any type of investment, whether it is in a private, public or 
professional capacity.

Style and design are therefore the attraction for the most profitable 
investments and VezzDesign implements this.
As such, we also create dreams for individuals seeking to build their 
villa of lifetime, with all the very latest construction technologies 
and digital tools, to make the daily relaxation of business people a 
comfortable experience.

CONTRACT
MISSION

Advice therefore becomes fundamental to merge the needs of the 
client with the expectations of the market and to obtain as the result 
a satisfactory and profitable project. 

GOAL VezzDesign’s goal is to translate the idea of   each client into projects 
characterised by a personality and by an originality that identify the 
relevant need.

ADVICE

DESIGN
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The Contract branch is the division that caters to the entire construction 
world and offers to provide a series of services to its customers 
starting from the study of specific needs to then translate them into 
operational solutions that respond to the investor’s requirements.

It provides turnkey design solutions creating unique and customised 
finishes that satisfy the customer’s wishes.
The ALL IN solution combines the study of details to make the finishes 
completely unique. The INVISIBLE integration of the air conditioning 
and lighting installations make the environment comfortable without 
impacting on the desired style and harmony.

SERVICES

SOLUTIONS

PROJECTS

CONTRACT
Internationalization  

The solutions can be applied to all types of projects, including executive 
solutions, to hotels, industrial and holiday residential villages and to 
hospital facilities, both in the public or private sector.
The detail in the choices of the best solutions in the case of spas, 
spa treatments, Thalassotherapy, water pools and parks ensure our 
clients’ investments are more productive and profitable.
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- HOTEL

HOTEL SUITE MAZAFRAN- Algeria. Supply and installation of a complete suite of textile 
furnishing for hotel refurbishing. 

HOTEL CHERAGA- Algeria. Supply of rooms and hall for 4stars hotel. 

PROJECT LA TAFNA- Algeria. Supply and installation for the renovation of the Hotel la Tafna. 
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GRAND POWERS HOTEL- Paris  

HOTEL SHERATON- Milano Malpensa  

HOTEL LES JARDINS DU FAUBOURG- Paris 

CONTRACT
Some Projects- HOTEL
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HOTEL PRINCE DE GALLES- Paris  

HOTEL RONDPOINT CHAMPSELYSEES- Paris 

EURHOTEL- Montreaux (CH)

CONTRACT
Some Projects- HOTEL
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HOTEL LA CIGALE- Doha (Qatar)

HOTEL DOUBLE TREE- Milano (Italy)

HOTEL SAN MARTINO- Lecco (Italy)

CONTRACT
Some Projects- HOTEL
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ASTRA HOTEL- Vevey (CH)

PRIVATE CLUB- Miami

GRAND HOTEL BREGENZ- Austria. Counter and furniture construction for an Hotel 4 stars. 

CONTRACT
Some Projects- HOTEL
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HOTEL TERRE DI EOLO- Patti (Italy). Supply of furniture for the restaurant for an Hotel 4 stars.

HOTEL DELLA LUNETTA- Roma (Italy). Creation of custom-made furnishings for rooms and 
common areas for an Hotel 4 stars.

HOTEL TERRE DI EOLO- Patti (Italy). Supply of furniture for the reception for an Hotel 4 stars.

CONTRACT
Some Projects- HOTEL
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- REAL ESTATE PROMOTIONS

SAPIN I - Algeria. Supply, installation and start-up of 350 kitchens for civil use, complete with domestic 
appliances and accessories. 

EL RYAD- Algeria. Supply, installation, final testing and start-up of 2.500 kitchens,in several lots, equipped with 
italian appliances and accessories. 

CLASSIC IMMO DELY IBRAHIM - Algeria. Supply, installation, final testing and start-up of 3.000 modular 
kitchens.
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- REAL ESTATE PROMOTIONS

SAPIN II- Algeria. Supply, installation and start-up of 250 kitchens for civil use, complete with domestic 
applicationes and accessories.

SARL IMMO CASTLE PROMOTION - Algeria. Supply, installation, final testing and start-up of 370 kitchens.
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- REAL ESTATE PROMOTIONS

GROUPE HASNAOUI-  Algeria. Supply, installation, final testing and start-up of the kitchens for 75 lots, 
equipped with italian appliances and accessories.

HYDRA- Algeria. Supply, installation, testing and starting of 177 lacquered kitchens complete with appliances 
and accessories. 
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- INDUSTRIAL VILLAGES

BASE DE VIE EL MERK- Algeria. Supply, installation, testing and start-up of industrial kitchens complete 
with accessories, furniture for office, doors and windows, bathroom accessories, furniture for bedrooms, 
mattresses and cushions, sofas and armcharis, mini-fridge, small fitted kitchens, furniture for a common 
room, gym furniture.

BASE DE VIE OURHOUD- Algeria. Supply and installation of 60 industrial building with wooden 
furniture for bedrooms, bathroom fixtures, accessories and furniture, flooring and internal and 
external lighting system.

PROJECT ML3- Algeria. Supply of 350 customized rooms, wooden furniture, tiles, windows, lighting 
system and other accessories for the Base de Vie, industrial kitchen equipment.
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SOUTH BASES- Algeria. Supply of 1110 rooms complete with accessories and equipment, sanitary 
ware, accessories, bathrooms, internal and external doors, mattresses and cushions, chairs, armchairs, 
sofas and modular industrial kitchens.

LPG3 PROJECT- Algeria. Supply of 70 rooms and equipment for small industrial kitchens, accessories 
and sanitary fixtures for the bathroom, doors and windows.

PROJECT BASE DE VIE BRN- Algeria. Supply of rooms with bathrooms and specific equipment, doors 
and windows, industrial kitchens, gym equipment and office equipment.

PROJECT HMD- Algeria. Supply of bedrooms and wooden furniture for offices, sanitary ware, 
bathrooms furniture and industrial kitchens.
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CONTRACT
Some Projects - OFFICES

PROJECTS OFFICE- Algeria. Supply and furniture of smart offices.

OFFICES VIA CREMONA- Italy. Planning and construction of the new VezzDesign offices in via 
Cremona.
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- PRIVATE ESTATES 

PROJECTS FOR PRIVATES- project, supply and installation of private properties. 
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CONTRACT
Some Projects- WELLNESS

 THALASSOTHERAPIE- Algeria. Supply and installation of Italian tiles for thalassotherapy in Sidi Fredj. 

SPA- GYM.
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VezzDesign S.r.l. a socio unico 
Via Cremona n.94, 26013 Crema (CR) – Italy 

info@vezzdesign.it
Tel. (+39) 0373 430007

www.vezzdesign.it


